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There's an old adage that if you corralled enough monkeys and enough 
typewriters, one of them would -- by chance alone -- eventually 
reproduce the works of Shakespeare. However, black academics in 
America's so-called "Institutions of Higher Learning" have pretty 
thoroughly disproved that theory, forever.  A good example why are their 
recent efforts to "redefine" many things we take for granted. 

 

 

 

There's no small element of irony in black academics redefining words in 
the English Lexicon, especially since blacks have never, themselves,  
invented a written language in the hundreds-of-thousands of years 
they've managed to walk upright. The phenomenon is made doubly 



ironic because they've already made a hash of English, which they've 
converted into a ridiculous patois they call "Ebonics." 

According to the trousered apes of academia, the following, seemingly 
benign things are indicative of racism and prejudice: Correct answers in 
Math;  Efficiency in completing an assigned task; The white nuclear 
family; Meritocracies of any kind; The Protestant Ethic; Accurate record 
keeping; Objectivity and the scientific method; Mathematics; 
Christianity; The Constitution; Owning dogs; Classical music; 
Patriotism; The U.S. Flag; Medicine; Medieval studies; Farmers; 
Markets; Surfing;  P, B & J sandwiches; And milk. 

I won't bother to cite the sources for these claims, because there's no 
point in subjecting oneself to reading the gibberish of gibbons. What 
their ridiculous claims really tell us is that blacks are no more capable of 
understanding, appreciating or assimilating into a modern,  complex and 
technologically sophisticated civilization than ancient Alchemists were 
able to convert lead into gold. There's a very real gap of perhaps, several 
hundred thousand years of evolution between us. 

No reader of my work needs to be told that blacks do poorly in Math, 
science, or any exercise requiring objectivity. Disparities between blacks 
and whites in academic achievement are even more pronounced in Math 
than in verbal comparisons. Those primitive and under-evolved Frontal 
Lobes just aren't up to the task, or as a wise man once stated, "They're 
too soon out of the trees."  Naturally, this compels these black 
"intellectuals" to jettison Math in favor of "Ethno-Math," where there 
don't be no rong ansers. 

Likewise, the great achievements of Western Civilization that include 
Christianity, the Scientific Method, digitalization, the Constitution, 
impersonal markets, Medicine, and Mozart are seemingly well beyond 
their capacity to fully grasp.  When your own civilization's history 
consists of dung huts, stone tools, hunting and gathering, cannibalism 



and female circumcisions ("clitoridectomies) -- but never the wheel -- 
that old devil ENVY has a strong tendency to rear its wooly head.  

Their dislike for the Constitution, the Star-Spangled Banner, the 
American Flag and American patriotism are merely examples of that 
universally-recognized lack of gratitude found within the black race.  
They're just too stupid to appreciate the fact that they enjoy a higher 
standard of living than even the wealthiest of kings and monarchs of 
bygone eras.  This is probably a Frontal Lobe phenomenon, as well. 

The animosity they apparently feel toward meritocracies, the Protestant 
Ethic, accurate record-keeping, and the impulse to efficiently complete 
an assigned task are just evidence of sheer laziness.  There's no point in 
sugar-coating it because we've all seen it. 

The basis for their animus toward the white nuclear family is patently 
obvious.  Illegitimacy is rampant among blacks in America, and few even 
know the identity of their fathers, so Father's Day is a very confusing 
holiday. Over 90% of all live, black births in our largest cities are 
illegitimate and about 80%, nationwide.  Like most under-evolved 
species with primitive instincts, the white nuclear family makes their own 
subcultural cesspool compare very poorly, so they must destroy it. 

What can one say about a race that feels the need to denounce milk, 
peanut butter-and-jelly sandwiches, surfing, farmers and owning dogs as 
pets?  Clearly, black academics have too little to do and far too much 
time on their hands. Perhaps they should get second jobs doing domestic 
work, where their forebears actually showed some aptitude.    

All joking aside, these frauds and poseurs are indoctrinating your 
college-age kids in Critical Race Theory or any other variety of Marxism 
that happens to be fashionable. You might as well burn that $40,000 
per year tuition to heat your home, because that money is being 
squandered on babble and lies. That is, unless your kid is studying 



something useful like Engineering, Business or the Natural Sciences, 
where trousered apes are rarely found 'cause dey don' be liken dat 
maffamatics.   

 

 


